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The 4000Plus test platform offers a wide range of
optical solutions for bond testing and materials
testing, featuring imaging systems for failure mode
analysis, alignment and live recording of tests.
Image Capture Camera - 4000PLUS-IMAGE-CAPTURE

The image capture system provides high resolution images for
failure mode analysis and fiducial alignment. Its close proximity to
the tool maximises throughput, particularly for automated test.
The camera has a built-in light source to provide optimal
illumination and fine focus is achieved using the precise
movement capabilities of the 4000Plus test platform.

Image Capture System

A wide range of objective lenses ensure that the optimal
resolution and depth of field can be achieved with magnifications
up to 1500x.
Borescope Imaging System - 4000PLUS-BORESCOPE

The borescope provides high magnification imaging, ideal for
precise tool alignment. Based on medical endoscope technology,
it is perfect for ultra fine pitch devices such as fine wire bonds or
very small geometries such as micro bumps and copper pillars.
The borescope contains its own light source and can be positioned
in and out of the viewing position using its precision slide with
constant focus on test sample.

Borescope Imaging System

Trinocular Camera - 4000PLUS-TRI-CAMERA

The trinocular camera can be attached to any stereo zoom
microscope with a C-mount.
With an appropriate microscope, the field of view can be adjusted
from wide to close up and is ideally suited for macro positioning.
Used in conjunction with the side alignment camera, the two
views (front and side) enable precise tool alignment, particularly
for small, delicate or difficult samples.
Side Alignment Camera - 4000PLUS-SIDE-CAMERA

Trinocular Camera

The side view camera is ideal for testing micro features such as
copper pillars, micro bumps and TSVs. The system enables a
secondary view point of feature to be tested, providing accurate
and repeatable tests.
The side alignment camera is attached to the cartridge mount,
giving ultra stable, vibration free, imaging with constant focus
on the tool tip.
All camera systems use a USB connection and can be
field retrofitted.
Side Alignment Camera System
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Paragon
Image Capture Software
ParagonTM test software provides the ability to simultaneously
display the views from up to three cameras. Video can be recorded
automatically from the start of a test using different frame rates, as
appropriate, for the speed of the test. The resulting video and any
associated images captured at the end of a test are linked to the
test result in the database, providing a crucial link between results
analysis and failure mode characterisation. Additionally, ParagonTM
test software provides tools to annotate and perform measurements
on the images.
Failure Analysis with Image Capture System

Key features
Live video as the test progresses
	
Image and video data linked to sample

data, for quick retrieval and analysis
	
Multiple simultaneous views
	
Save images of failed bond or

component
	
Dimensional measurement
	
Image capture integrated into

automated test routines
	
Annotation of saved images
Bond Test Alignment with Borescope Imaging System

	
Adjustable frame rate for video capture
Camera Setup Dialog

The optical solutions on the 4000Plus test
platform are ideal for Research and Development,
production process monitoring and quality control.
Applications include:

Tri (Right) and Side (Left) Camera Views of HBP Fatigue

Shear testing
Wire bond pull and shear
Cold bump pull
Gold bond shear
Pad pull
Automation
Fatigue
Creep
Spring and flexural testing
Micro bend
Peel testing
Component testing
Wafer testing

Please consult factory for full specifications.
Tri (Right) and Side (Left) Camera Views of Micro Flexural Testing

A Partner You Can Trust
Nordson DAGE is the market leading provider
of award winning test and inspection systems
for destructive and non-destructive mechanical
testing of electronic components. Taking pride in
delivering support to multi national organisations
globally.
Founded in 1961, with global headquarters in
Aylesbury, UK, Nordson DAGE is part of the
Nordson Corporation which has direct operations
in more than 30 countries.
Nordson DAGE continues to invest significantly
in research and development to remain at the
cutting edge of test and inspection technology.
Nordson DAGE are continuing to invest in next
generation testing for bond test and materials test
markets.
Nordson DAGE has a global presence and is
recognised as the industry standard for test and
inspection technology.
For more information on the Nordson DAGE
4000Plus test platform, please contact your
Nordson DAGE regional office or speak with
your Nordson DAGE representative, all of which
are listed on www.nordsondage.com.
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